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ABSTRACT 

Currently management effort by forex bureau firm in the adoption and implementation of information 

technology in the forex risk control, IT use in the forex bureaus is highly characterized with high financial 

performance and adhered to sales and profit objective. Inadequate practice of the use of IT in the foreign 

exchange risk management and shortcomings in human capital could have a possible direct relationship on the 

p-./0.1234- 0/ /0.-5 67.-2789:;- 2<1 0/ =;- 8=7>? @28 =0 assess the information technology alignment on 

678<3-88 p-./0.1234-b 2 428- 0/ /0.-5 67.-278 <3 B2<.06< C073=?9The study was guided by the following four 

objectives:to asess the current practice of IT alignment on business performance in a case of Forex bureaus in 

Nairobi County, to deterrmine the oucomes that IT alignment on business performance had in a case of Forex 

bureaus in Nairobi County, to assess relationship between business strategy and IT strategy in enhancing 

business performance in a case of Forex bureaus in Nairobi County and to examine relationship between 

organizational structure and IT structure in promoting business performance in a case of Forex bureaus in 

Nairobi County.The researcher was carry out literature  review on other scholars findings in the areas of IT and 

specifically on alignment of IT to business performance. Empirical review guided by the research objectives and 

theoretical review such as system theory and IT diffussion theory. The researcher used the descriptive research 

design. The population of study was consisted of the 66 forex Bureaus in Nairobi County that are dully 

registered with Kenya association of Forex Bureau by 2013. However a sample of 60 respondents was engaged 

in this research. Primary data was collected using questionnaire and data analyzed using SPSS version17 and 

also presented in form of frequeny, percentages, mean and standard deviation tables. The researcher carried out 

the multible regression. 

Key Words: Information Technology Alignment, Business Performance of Forex Bureaus in Nairobi. 

1.0 Background Informantion 

The term Information Technology (IT) encompasses the methods and techniques used in information handling 

and retrieval by automatic means. The means include computers, telecommunications and office systems or any 

combination of these elements. IT is used to refer to an entire industry (Aversion, 1998). In information 

technology and on the Internet, infrastructure is the physical hardware used to inter-connect computers and users. 

Infrastructure includes the transmission media, including telephone lines, cable television lines, and satellites and 

antennas, and also the routers, aggregators, repeaters, and other devices that control transmission paths. 

Infrastructure also includes the software used (Ciborra and Lanzara, 1990). According to Henderson and 

(Venkatraman 1993), integration between business and information systems (IS) planning, rational-adaptation in 

IS planning, IT managerial resources, and IT implementation success are all factors likely to influence 

alignment. Their relative importance, however, is very much dependent on the organizational context, the timing 

of the study, and on whose perspective it sought. 

(Smaczny 2001) asserts that business performance management is a set of management and analytic processes 

that enables the management of an organization's performance to achieve one or more pre-selected goals. A 

synonym for “business performance management” includes “corporateperformance management and "enterprise 

performance management”. Business performance management is contained within approaches to business 

process management.Business performance management has three main activities: selection of goals, 

consolidation of measurement information relevant to an organization’s progress against these goals, and 

interventions made by managers in light of this information with a view to improving future performance against 

these goals. Although presented here sequentially, typically all three activities will run concurrently, with 

interventions by managers affecting the choice of goals, the measurement information monitored, and the 

activities being undertaken by the organization (De Haas, Marco &Klein geld, Ad, 2009). 
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reporting of large volumes of data, many software vendors, particularly those offering business intelligence 

tools, market products intended to assist in this process. As a result of this marketing effort, business 

performance management is often incorrectly understood as an activity that necessarily relies on software 

systems to work, and many definitions of business performance management explicitly suggest software as being 

a definitive component of the approach. This interest in business performance management from the software 

community is sales-driven (Huang and HU, 2007). 

(Austin et al.2002) noted that since 1992, business performance management has been strongly influenced by the 

rise of the balanced scorecard framework. It is common for managers to use the balanced scorecard framework 

to clarify the goals of an organization, to identify how to track them and to structure the mechanisms by which 

interventions will be triggered. These steps are the same as those that are found in BPM, and as a result balanced 

scorecard is often used as the basis for business performance management activity with organizations. 

While alignment is the concept of integration i.e. IT is integrated with the organization’s fundamental goals and 

40.- 401p-=-34<-8 2G80 alignment is the capacity to express a positive relationship between information 

=-4;30G0E<-8 23> =;- 244-p=-> /<3234<2G measures of performance of an organization. 

(Flint, 2006) asserts that organizations may align IT to business in order to realize business objectives such as 

improved efficiency or turn-around time (TAT) and maximum return on investment.  However, due to rapid 

changes in business environment and technology, the objectives may not be met. While setting business goals 

and integrating it to information system, it may be difficult to foresee such disruptions some of which might not 

have been addressed or expected by experts over years. Considering the stated rapid organizational and 

technological changes, there may be perception that it is unrealistic to align IT to business performance.  

 

According to (Arveson, 2008), a system comprises of hardware, software, people, procedures and data, 

integrated with the objective of collecting, storing, processing, transmitting and displaying information". 

Information systems are implemented within an organization for the purpose of improving the effectiveness and 

efficiency of that organization. Capabilities of the information system and characteristics of the organization, its 

work systems, its people, and its development and implementation methodologies together determine the extent 

to which that purpose is achieved. 

JKJ IT integration on business performance 

Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) is a set of best practices (framework) for 

information technology (IT) management created by the Information Systems Audit and Control Association 

(ISACA), and the IT Governance Institute (ITGI) in 1996. COBIT provides managers, auditors, and IT users 

with a set of generally accepted measures, indicators, processes and best practices to assist them in maximizing 

the benefits derived through the use of information technology and developing appropriate IT governance and 

control in a company. According to (Ciborra 2000) aligned infrastructure is a rare occurrence that provides no 

clear-cut explanations, which are difficult to manage with approaches that are suited to mechanical 

organizations. Until recently, the depth of analysis into the interactions between IT and business units has 

received limited consideration in literature (Gordon & Gordon 2000). 

(Orlikowski 1992) develops a structurational model for describing relationships and interactions between 

technologies and organizations. Technologies have impact on organizations, their behavior and structure. In turn, 

organizations and humans influence the use, the meaning, and further advances of technologies. Hence, 

technologies are just one relevant part in a complex social system (Orlikowski, 1992). In the late 1980s, the 

deficiency in measuring IT using purely financial measures was addressed by (Parker, et al.1988) in their book 

on information economics. The goals of an IT balanced scorecard include the alignment of IT plans with 

business objectives, the establishment of measures of IT effectiveness, the directing of employee efforts toward 

IT objectives, the improved performance of technology, and the achievement of balanced results across 

stakeholder groups.  CIOs, CTOs, and other technical managers can achieve these goals by considering multiple 

perspectives, long- and short-term objectives, and how the IT scorecard is linked to other scorecards throughout 

their organizations (Ciborra, 2000).  

 

Over the past decade, many CIOs have realized that it is not sufficient to manage just the IT end of the business. 

The integration of IT system to business performance must be managed. The tool chosen for this task is the 
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scorecards and found that the most advanced scorecards shared the following six structural attributes: Simplicity 

of presentation. The very best scorecards are limited to a single page of from 10 to 20 metrics written in 

nontechnical language. Explicit links to IT strategy; the scorecard should be tightly coupled to the IT strategic 

planning process and assist in tracking progress against IT key goals and objectives. Broad executive 

commitment; both senior IT as well as senior business managers should be involved in the scorecard process 

both creation and ongoing. Enterprise-standard metrics definitions; Consensus should be quickly achieved on 

metrics definitions. The review meeting should focus on decisions rather than debate over metrics. Drill-down 

capability and available context; the high-level IT scorecard should allow for detailed review of trends or 

variance by providing more granularities on component elements. Individual manager compensation; should be 

linked to scorecard performance. 

��� ����� ������� �� ������� ������ 

The numerous forex bureaus in Nairobi have continued to experience routine fluctuations in annual financial 

performance. The forex annual report (2009) revealed low multi-currency spreads and limited human capital 

agenda. The first half of 2010 had low sales volumes and profitability levels which further threatens financial 

distress on business existence and expansion of forex bureaus. Other Stakeholders like the forex association have 

partly addressed the unpredictable Information technology use and human capacity. Currently management 

effort by forex bureau firm in the adoption and implementation of information technology in the forex risk 

control, IT use in the forex bureaus is highly characterized with high financial performance and adhered to sales 

and profit objective. Inadequate practice of the use of IT in the foreign exchange risk management and 

shortcomings in human capital could have a possible direct relationship on the performance of forex bureaus 

(Mutebile, 2011). 

Use of IT in monitoring foreign exchange risk, the IT human capital is an unpredictable factor whose skill level, 

trade experience, education qualification and training fluctuates due to liberal entry and exit in the forex sector. 

At the same time, use of IT in the management of forex bureaus target sales returns and profit as key business 

objectives. While Kenyon (2010) relates IT training programs to productive performance, UFBAMRA (2009) 

acknowledged gaps in customer care and service delivery while firm training agenda was rare due to 

competition.Giddy and Gufey (2002) adds that most customer service jobs require little skill due to capital 

intensive technology. Scripts have eliminated communication skills as opportunities today are determined by 

computerization instead of improved personal skills. Studies have focused on perceived valued, rare, inimitable 

and organized skills for firm performance.  

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

�iwxj}lj~ gl~�llj wj{oq}h~woj ~lktjoiox� �|s� hjm gznwjlnn �lq{oq}hjkl ���� thn gllj h vl� kojklqj {oq
go~t |s hjm gznwjlnn }hjhxlqn {oq nl�lqhi mlkhmlnr |~ wn qlkoxjw lm ~th~ hktwl�wjg alignment contributes 

w}}ljnli� ~o ljnzqwjx ~th~ wj�ln~}lj~n wj |s qlnzi~ wj w}�qo�l}lj~n wj oqxhjw h~wojhi �lq{oq}hjkl �¡hii hjm
¢wlm~vh£ ���¤�r |{ jo~ �lii hiwxjlm |s ~o ~tl gznwjlnnln£ ~tl oqxhjw h~wojn }wxt~ jo~ ko}�l~l �w~t w~n qw�hin wj ~tl
wjmzn~qy it is operating. There has been widespread mismatch between IT and  expected business performance 

il�lin mzl ~o ihkv o{ �qo�lq hiwxj}lj~£ tljkl ~tl qlhnoj {oq ~twn ¥~zm�r 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Current Practice of IT Alignment on African Context 

Jensen (2000) reports that the average usage of technology in African countries is still very low due to high 

connection fees. Communications are mostly done with people outside the continent. Most users are NGOs, 

universities or private companies and users are mainly male and well educated. Jensen (2002) further posts that 

e-mail is used for correspondence, document exchange, technical advice, managing projects, arranging meetings, 

and exchanging research ideas, but it is still limited for accessing formal information resources. 25 % of e-mail is 

replacing faxes, 10 % e-mails replacing phone calls and 65 % of the e-mails standing for communication that 

would not have been made without an e-mail-system. Users report that Internet has increased efficiency and 

reduced information costs, although it is still an under-utilized resource. Implementation of IT in Kenyan small 

business has been slow. Kenya has traditionally been very quick in its uptake of new technology and ideas, yet 

has not been as entrepreneurial with e-commerce technologies (Waden and Ng’etich, 2006) 
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more basic ones. Hence, there is a strong argument for researchers to focus studies of small business use of the 

IT adoption of entry-level technologies. Once small business has adopted Internet technologies at entry level, 

they can get familiar and comfortable with the Internet and, in time, move on to adoption of more sophisticated 

IT (Warden and Ng’etich, 2006). They argue that even basic IT can provide tangible benefits to small business 

users. For many small and large firms in Kenya, information and communication technology is viewed as 

potentially capable of bringing in some benefits. The high rate at which organizations are buying mobile phones, 

computer hardware and software as well as using the internet for information and communication is evidence of 

the increasing awareness of information and communication technology has in the Kenyan market. The business 

benefits of using information and communication technology include access to new technology and attainment 

of competitive advantage.  

In production enterprises, the most valued IT was mobile telephony and internet as these enhanced the speed and 

reliability of communication. Use of computers and software to improve production, inventory and accounting 

was next in line. The curio and craft dealers felt that mobile telephone, email and fax were the most valued 

aspects of IT as these would keep them in touch with overseas agents and customers. Companies like Kenya 

Power & Lighting Company which have aligned their IT with their business strategy are gaining a lot from the 

reduced cost of doing business as well as being a competitive company in the region and this is evident in the 

reduced number of complaint from their customers as well as reduced cost of pay staffs who have to go to the 

field to read meters. 

2.2 Oucomes That IT Alignment Had On Business Performance 

Information technologies (IT) are vital to Company operations. They are tools that improve the quality and 

efficiency of our work. They are the repositories for critical and sometimes highly proprietary corporate 

information. The improper access to or the destruction of these resources will have serious consequences for the 

Company. The strategic use of information technology can help organizations increase their competitive 

advantage and make considerable improvements in operating performance(Bergeronand ,2001). 

De Haas and Kleingeld (2009), posits that developing a business strategy with an IT component that is aligned 

with business objectives, and is supported by sound business justification, will enable organizations to improve 

performance, increase productivity, and serve customers more effectively. It will also help mitigate the risks 

involved with technology decisions.IT acts as a facilitator. It is a medium that permits large volumes of 

information to be stored, processed or transferred at lightning speed. This means that there is more information at 

hand to make decisions, maintain relationships, monitor markets or follow movements (Frigo and Mark, 2002). 

Miles and Snow (1978) opines that the power of this notion should not be underestimated, it allows people to 

make decisions based on masses of up to date information. The military, educational institutions and large 

business have long understood the power of this notion but it has only been in the last ten years that mainstream 

society has also embraced the power of information for both social movements and small business. 

Information Technology is an enabler, only a select minority of specialized companies in the world can claim 

that IT is their business. Most corporations and institutions use Information Technology to enable functions that 

drive their core business. This may include better communication between staff, suppliers or customers or it may 

include better asset management. Whatever the function, digital communication makes the storage, processing or 

transfer of information more efficient than ever before. But it is important to note that in essence it does not 

change core businesses, ideals, ethics or movements. It just enables them to function at a greater scale much 

more efficiently.Information Technology assumes the role of custodian. As data and information is amassed on 

just about any subject you care to imagine, massive stores of data are emerging ready to service any new 

requests. And therein lies the security paradox that modern Information Technology presents. One can argue that 

more available information makes our lives more efficient, safer and richer. Whilst the other argument is that the 

very same information that provides these benefits is also our achilles heal due to the security implications of 

unauthorized infiltration (Wright and William,1999). 

There is little doubt that the role of information technology is directed and constrained by the very technology 

that defines it. Today, that technology allows us to collect, manipulate and communicate masses of information. 

As a consequence, the role of IT revolves around improving the efficiency, capacity, speed or accuracy of any 

elements that can benefit from the functions that modern Information Technology systems provide (Tegarden 

and David ,1999). 
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��§ Business Strategy And IT Strategy 

By stressing the importance of linking IT applications to strategy via the identification of critical success factors 

(CSF), Rockart (1979) acted as a precursor in the domain of the strategic alignment between business strategy 

and IT strategy. Later on, the link between the two constructs has been studied within various frameworks, 

adopting different points of view and definitions. McFarlan, McKenny and Pyburn (1983), for instance, stressed 

the importance of the strategic value of IT and addressed the issue of applications evaluation. Porter and Millar 

(1985) highlighted the contribution of IT in enhancing the competitive position of the organization. Das, Zahra 

and Warketin (1991) identified four dimensions related to the strategic deployment of information technology: 

competencies, role of IT, design and the development of IS, and infrastructures all set to support business 

strategy and lead to business performance. 

Henderson and Venkatraman (1993) explained the links between business strategy and IT strategy, which they 

defined in terms of three components: technology scope, systemic competencies, and IT governance. Chan, Huff, 

Barclay and Copeland’s (1997) construct of strategic orientation of information systems focuses on the fit 

between the firm’s application portfolio and its strategic orientation. Vitale, Ives and Beath (1986) identified two 

fundamental ways to look at the relationship between business strategy and IT strategy: the dependent approach 

and the impact approach. The dependent approach means that IT strategy supports business strategy in the same 

way as any other organization functional strategy, be it marketing, finance or production. The impact approach is 

considered as more powerful in the sense that the IT function could give the lead to the organization’s mission 

and goals, and therefore being determinant of the business strategy. 

As explained by Brown and Sambamurthy (1999), IT enables business strategies and allows the firm to adopt a 

stronger competitive posture. While earlier studies insisted that IT strategy and business strategy should be 

aligned, it appeared in recent studies that various types of fit could exist and that organizational performance 

would vary dependent upon them. Among the various types of fit, Bergeron and Raymond (1995) found the 

moderation model to better explain the performance impacts of aligning business strategy with strategic IT 

management than the matching model which was not supported by any significant relationship with 

performance. In this case, performance was measured by growth, profitability and return on assets; while 

business strategy was defined by the strategic activities and strategic IT management by IS positioning, strategic 

use of IT, new IT applications, architecture planning, and security. Similar results were obtained by Chan et al. 

(1997). 

Using a gestalts perspective, Teo and King (1996) confirmed the existence of four types of integration between 

business planning and IS planning (administrative, sequential, reciprocal, and full integration); their proposition 

that greater fit supports a firm’s business strategies more effectively was confirmed by the significant positive 

relationship of planning integration with IS contributions to organization performance. Using Miles and Snow’s 

(1978) typology, Sabherwal and Chan (2001) concluded along the same lines : for prospector and analyzer types 

of business strategies, an alignment among business and IS strategies led to higher performance. 

2.4 Organizational Structure And IT Structure 

The structure of a firm is the complex set of goals, functions and relationships among units that allow an 

organization to react effectively to market demands. It is dependent upon the level of coordination, formalization 

and specialization of organizational tasks. Factors such as technology, environmental uncertainty and strategy 

may be linked to organizational structure (Galbraith, 1972; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1973; Détrie, 1993). In 

particular, the fit between IT structure and organizational structure has long been considered to play a role in 

explaining firm performance. In a decentralized organization, information technology is thought to enable 

decentralization of control and delegation of decision authority by facilitating the dissemination and sharing of 

information throughout the firm (Tavakolian, 1989; Currie, 1996). A complex structure implies more elaborate 

coordination, control and communication mechanisms which in turn require enabling information technology 

(Leifer, 1988). Firms that are required, by their rapidly changing environment, to be dynamic and adaptive need 

an efficient and flexible information system architecture, not only to prosper but to survive (Allen and Boynton, 

1991).  

Some emerging organizational forms, such as virtual firms, would not even exist without the presence of 

appropriate information technology architecture. Researchers have conceptualized the IS structure component of 

the alignment along three dimensions. The first is the IS organizational architecture dimension, which comprises 

the locus of responsibility of the IS function and the degree of decentralization of the IS organizational structure 

(Tavalokian, 1989; Allen and Boynton, 1991; Brown and Magill, 1994). The second dimension is the 
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~lktjological architecture dimension, encompassing the degree of application and data integration, 

standardization of the technology, and the nature of hardware deployment (Ein-Dor and Segev, 1982; Leifer, 

1988; Fiedler, Grover and Teng, 1996; King and Sethi, 1999). 

The third dimension is the process and skills dimension, which includes planning mechanisms and the 

standardization of application development and implementation approaches (Allen and 

Boynton, 1991; King and Sethi, 1999). In this body of work, some researchers assume that fit results from IS 

structure following organizational structure, since they see IS structure as a reflection of the characteristics of 

organizational structure. Studies that adopted this conceptualization of fit are primarily interested in determining 

if indeed such a relationship existed (Olson and Chervany, 1980; EinDor and Degev, 1982; Tavakolian, 1989; 

King and Sethi, 1999). Another stream of research rather sees fit as a goal to reach, and focuses on finding how 

to organize the IS function so as to align it with organizational structure (Leifer, 1988; Allen and Boynton, 1991; 

Fiedler, Grover,and Teng, 1996).  

Finally, others see fit as emerging through joint adjustment between organizational structure and IS/IT delivery 

capability (Markus and Robey, 1983; Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993; Croteau, Solomon, Raymond and 

Bergeron, 2001). However, only Croteau (2001) examined the performance outcomes of the fit between 

organization structure and IT structure, adopting a covariation perspective; they found that a better fit of 

organization and IT through the simultaneous development of infrastructures, where respective design issues are 

jointly addressed, led to higher business growth and increased profitability. 

While several authors, previously cited, have adopted a contingency perspective to examine the relationships 

between organizational and IT strategy and structure, only a small number of thestudies empirically examined 

the impact of the fit between these variables and organizational performance. That is, studies examined the 

impact on performance of the fit either between business strategy and IT strategy or between organization 

structure and IT structure. However,contingency theorists argue that a holistic, rather than a bivariate 

conceptualization of fit, has greater explanatory power because of its ability to retain the complex and 

interrelated nature of the relationships between constructs (Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985; Miller, 1981; 

Venkatramanand Prescott, 1990). Applied to the present context, such a holistic approach would mean that the 

impact of the fit between all four variables on firm performance should be examined rather than bivariate fit.  

Some IT researchers have proposed such holistic conceptualizations. For instance, the framework, proposed by 

Henderson and Venkatraman (1993) stresses the importance of aligning external and internal business domains 

(business strategy and organizational infrastructure and processes) with external and internal IT domains (IT 

strategyand IT infrastructure and processes). Such a fit between these domains is deemed to improve business 

performance. Strategic alignment is conceptualized here as a process of continuous adaptation and change. Thus, 

it does not matter if the impetus for change originates in business strategy or is enabled by the IT strategy. 

Rather, it is the resulting co-alignment of all aspects that is important. 

 

2.5 Business Performance Measurement  

Simmons, 2000 asserts that business performance measurement and control systems are the formal, information-

based routines and procedures managers use to maintain or alter patterns in organizational activities .A typical 

performance measurement helps businesses in periodically setting business goals and then providing feedback to 

managers on progress towards those goals. The time horizon for these goals can typically be about a year or less 

for short-term goals or span several years for long-term goals. Since a BPM system measures performance, it is 

important to define what performance is. Lebas and Euske (2002) provide a good definition of performance as 

“doing today what will lead to measured value outcomes tomorrow.”  BPM then is concerned with measuring 

this performance relative to some benchmark, be it a competitor’s performance or a preset target. 

According to Simmons, 2000 measurement systems are comprised of multiple measures. A measure (or metric) 

is a quantitative value that can be used for purposes of comparison. A specific measure can be compared to itself 

over time, compared with a preset target or evaluated along with other measures. Since a measure is used for the 

purpose of comparison, it need not represent an absolute value. For example, in measuring customer 

profitability, knowing the relative distance in profitability between two customers may be as valuable (and more 

easily gotten) than knowing the absolute value for a customer’s profitability. Moreover, many BPM systems 

normalize a measure into a value that promotes comparison not just with itself, but also with other measures.  
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measured and verified. Subjective ones cannot. Measures are also typically classified as financial or non-

financial. Financial measures are typically derived from or directly related to chart of accounts and found in a 

company’s profit and loss statement or balance sheet, such as inventory levels or cash on hand. Non-financial 

measures are measures not found in the chart of accounts, such as customer satisfaction scores or product quality 

measures. Measures are also leading or lagging. Lagging measures give feedback on past performance, such as 

last month’s profit, and typically do not provide insight into future performance. Leading indicators, in contrast, 

are designed to measure future performance, and more often than not, future financial performance. Some 

leading indicators to future performance might include customer defection rate, customer satisfaction scores or 

changes in consumer confidence. Measures are either complete or incomplete. Complete measures capture all the 

relevant attributes of achievement, whereas incomplete measures do not. Measures are also responsive or not 

responsive. Individuals can influence responsive measures, whereas non-responsive measures are outside the 

influence or control of an individual (such as consumer confidence). Measures may be related to inputs into a 

process, feedback on the performance of a process itself or they may be related to the outcomes or outputs from 

the process. Measures may be related to human performance, process performance or market conditions. Some, 

but not all, measures are directly related to the firm’s strategy and are critical for its successful execution of its 

strategy. These are called critical or key performance indicators. Finally, measures can refer to tangible things, 

often recorded in the chart of accounts, such as inventory levels, accounts receivable balances, employee 

headcount, or can refer to intangibles such as level of skill or knowledge, creativity and innovation.  

Simmons, 2000 found that most practitioners (and software vendors) refer to the type of measurement that helps 

companies monitor its current and past state. Thresholds, both low and high, for key performance indicators 

(KPIs) are set and managed by exception. When data begins to move outside the threshold limits, the 

performance measurement system can alert management, who then attempt to diagnose the problem and address 

its causes. This type of measurement is referred to as diagnostic control systems. While this type of measurement 

provides management with basic control over the firm and an “auto-pilot capability that can keep the firm on 

target with its goals, it is frequently insufficient for success.  

 According to Simmons (200), interactive control systems “are the formal information systems that managers use 

to personally involve themselves in the decision activities of subordinates. Interactive control systems help 

managers integrate new data and learning into the decision-making process. Diagnostic and interactive control 

systems are not disjoint. In fact, an important synergy may exist between the two as multiple diagnostic control 

systems serve as a basis for dialog between levels in the firm (de Hass &Klein geld, 1999). This strategic dialog 

can aid in managers questioning the validity of its control system, constituting double-loop learning which 

challenges controlling assumptions or variables for the process, the business unit or the firm. 

BPM systems need to provide insight into different units or levels of analysis. Performance can be ascribed to 

corporations, business units, support or functional units, teams and workgroups and individuals. One key benefit 

of BPM systems lies in their ability to help align these different levels of analysis in the firm. Many corporations 

consist of several business units or divisions that compete in different markets with differing strategies. 

According to Kaplan and Norton, 2001 a corporate-wide BPM system can help articulate the theory of the firm 

(why different business units exist within the corporation) and improve overall performance by exploiting 

synergies between the business units. At the lowest level of analysis lies measurement of human performance, 

for which the literature and examples are rich and long. In between the business unit and the individual lie other 

layers, such as the functional or service group, workgroup or team and the business activity. BPM systems are 

often designed to be a vehicle for strategic dialog within the firms. Therefore, performance metrics and 

scorecards scattered horizontally and vertically across a corporation, need to be coherent so that the 

conversations between people about the strategy is consistent and all the different measurement units contribute 

to the performance of the corporation overall (de Hass andKlein geld, 1999).  

2.6 Reasons for measuring business Performance 

Business performance measurement has a variety of uses. Bititci, Carrie and Turner(2002) list the following 

reasons companies measure business performance: to monitor and control to drive improvement to maximize the 

effectiveness of the improvement effort, to achieve alignment with organizational goals and objectives ,to reward 

and to discipline. Simmons (2000) looks at business performance measurement as a tool to balance five major 

tensions within a firm: balancing profit, growth and control balancing short term results against long-term 
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kh�hgwiw~wln hjm xqo�~t o��oq~zjw~wln ghihjkwjx �lq{oq}hjkl l��lk~h~wojn o{ mw{{lqlj~ kojn~w~zljkwln£ �hihjkwjx
opportunities and attention and balancing the motives of human behavior. 

2.7 Customer value 

Gale, 1994 noted that with the recent strong focus on customers, businesses have begun to deploy technologies, 

and measurement systems, to manage business activities that directly or indirectly interact with the firm’s 

customers. These customer relationship management (CRM) technologies are providing firms with better data 

integration and hence better measurement regarding customers. With the obvious strategic importance of 

customers, it is natural for businesses to begin exploring more robust ways of measuring customers and the 

related business activities. Gale (1994) explains the role of managing customer value in the context of the 

Baldrige National Quality Award’s customer focus and satisfaction criteria, which comprises about 30% of the 

overall score for the award. 

 Customer value analysis is sufficiently rich and complex to require more robust analytical tools and frameworks 

for measurement Gale (1994) offers seven tools: the market-perceived quality profile which breaks down the 

firm’s offering(s) into a set of attributes that are scored and weighted from the customer’s perspective, the 

market perceived price profile which breaks down the firm’s offering price (in many businesses and markets 

price is composed of multiple aspects) into a set of attributes that are scored and weighted from a customer’s 

perspective, the customer value map depicts the firm’s relative perceived offering price and relative perceived 

offering performance along and 2-dimensional grid against competitors, won/lost analysis researches further 

reasons and facts about why a customer defected or decided to buy the firm’s offering, head-to-head area chart of 

customer value is a graphic display of how the firm’s offering is performing against a single competitor, key 

events timeline depicts how the firm’s and competitors actions change the market’s perception of performance of 

each offering attribute an a  what/who matrix is a tool for tracking who is responsible for what actions that will 

change the firm’s ability to improve its ability to manage customer value. 

 Rust, et al (2000) decompose the customer problem down to three top-level areas (with further decomposition 

beneath each of the three): Value equity refers to the customers perceptions of value, brand equity refers to the 

customers subjective appraisal of the brand and retention equity refers to the firm building relationships with 

customers and encouraging repeat-purchasing. These three areas correspond to three distinct disciplines in the 

CRM and marketing literature (brand management, customer value analysis and customer loyalty analysis), each 

with its own detailed measurement approaches. Kellen (2002) numerous other CRM measurement frameworks 

exist. The implications for BPM systems are clear: measuring business activities and outcomes regarding 

customers is becoming increasingly complex and increasingly important to the firm’s strategy. 

2.8 Quality Management 

Kaplan &Lamotte, 2001 noted that over the past few decades, many firms have adopted various quality 

programs, such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Six Sigma, European Foundation Quality Management 

(EFQM) and The Baldridge National Quality Program to improve the quality of the manufacturing and service 

offerings. A central tenant for all of these programs is business performance measurement. Forexample, the 

Baldrige National Quality Program measures businesses in seven categories and the EFQM in nine:Baldrige 

categories;Leadership, Human Resource Focus, Strategic Planning, Process Management, customer and market 

focus, information and Analysis and business ResultswhileEFQM Criteria has leadership, people, policy and 

Strategy, partnerships and resources, processes, people results, customer results society results key performance 

indicators. Kaplan and Lamotte (2001) further argue that quality program performance measurement need not be 

exclusive of balanced scorecard measurement systems. They point out differences and synergies between the 

frameworks, the BSC emphasizes explicit causal links through strategy maps ad cascaded objectives more than 

the quality programs do the BSC targets breakthrough performance whereas the quality programs rely on 

benchmarking approaches the BSC sets strategic priorities for process enhancements the BSC integrates 

budgeting, resource allocation, target-setting, reporting and feedback on performance into ongoing management 

processes.Quality programs, while grounded in product quality improvement and applied to many other business 

processes (Wruck& Jensen, 1998), are continuous improvement frameworks that might not be best suited to help 

manage discontinuities in business strategies (Kaplan and Lamotte, 2001). 

 Despite the differences between quality programs and the BSC, Kaplan and Lamotte (2001) see a symbiosis 

between the two frameworks. They point out similarities in the four perspectives of the BSC and the four sub-

categories (customer-focused results, financial and market results, human resource results and organizational 

effectiveness results) in the Baldrige Business Results category. The EFQM is also converging on more detail in 

assessing the organization’s results. Proponents of the Baldrige frameworks also note the shift over the years to 

integrated measurement. In 1997, the Baldrige criteria moved “further away from a perceived narrow focus on 
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ª«¬¬®¯® °±ality to a comprehensive framework for improving overall organizational performance 

excellence”  (Evans, 1997). 

2.9 Summary 

The literature review indicates that alignment IT in business is believed to improve organizational performance  

management must incorporate a degree of high level planning, because developments and the building of 

infrastructure cannot be carried out in a random manner with bottom-up disjointed developments. Parties need to 

formulate coherent priorities for business decisions and their subsequent technical implications (Janis, 2006). 

Literature also suggests that alignment of IT with business improve business performance. Business performance 

may be defined as the well-being and strength of the enterprise relative to its competitors. Alignment of IT with 

business performance and other organizational requirements is believed to improve organizational performance 

and enhance competitiveness (Reich and Benbasat, 2000). Researchers also argued that a firm's inability to 

realize sufficient value from its IT investments is due in part to an absence of this alignment (Presley, 2006).   

2.10 Research gap 

This research shows that there exists a gap where the mismatch resulting from aligning IT to business 

performance might have spilt to work places in real life disputes between IT department and business sides. This 

conflict may contribute to frustration, resistance and lack of goodwill when realizing business goals. This 

challenge can lead to delays in early realization of return in investment on IT assets with benefits accrued after 

maybe towards three years after the IT infrastructure is tending to zero value in the books and more personnel 

have embraced technology.  

Despite much expectation from business side for quick gains, IT instead is seen as a wrong investment move 

with real benefits realized sometimes after one year at minimum (Ciborra, 2000). When IT is aligned to business 

performance major gains can be achieved but in many cases the alignment might fail to achieve its intended goal 

because managers do not understand or are not well trained to merge the two. This failure thus makes us study 

the challenges many managers face when undertaking the alignment process.  

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

§�� Research design 

Research design is the plan and structure of investigation so conceived as to obtain answers to research 

questions. The plan is the overall scheme or program of the research (Robson, 2002). In this study a descriptive 

survey design was used. This research problem could best be studied through the use of a descriptive survey. 

Descriptive research portrays an accurate profile of persons, events, or situations (Saunders, Lewis and 

Thornhill, 2003). Surveys allow the collection of large amount of data from a sizable population in a highly 

economical way. Therefore, the descriptive survey was deemed the best strategy to fulfill the objectives of this 

study. Population Sampling according  to Mugenda & Mugenda (2003) for the descriptive survey, 10% of 

accessable population is acceptable as being representative of the total poputation and therefore 30% sample size 

was within the accepted range. Furthermore, the reason of selecting 30% of total population of forex bureau staff 

was that they had good knowledge in IT department and in operation for the last ten years. The study targeted the 

Directors, Operation managers and IT Managers of the  66 registered forex Bureau in Nairobi County. The 

bureau are approximated to be having over 60 staff working in the  above positions.  

Data collected was analyzed by descriptive analysis. According to Myers, M. (1997), the descriptive statistical 

tool helps the researcher to describe the data and determine the extent to be used. The findings was presented 

using tables and charts. The Likert scale was used to analyze the mean score and standard deviation, this helped 

in determining the extent to which the bureau faced different challenges in its  IT alignment to business strategy. 

Data analysis will use the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software Version 20, the reason being 

this verstion is the latest SPSS version and and is accurate. Tables were used to summarize responses for further 

analysis and facilitate comparison. 
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²�³ ´��µ������� 

4.1 IT Strategy-Alignment Practices  

The respondents were requested to indicate the extent on various. Majority of the respondents indicated that 

basic IT can provide tangible benefits to small business users to a great extent as shown by a mean score of 

2.3607, Once small business has adopted Internet technologies at entry level, they can get familiar and 

comfortable with the Internet and, in time, move on to adoption of more sophisticated IT to a moderate extent as 

nto�j g� h }lhj nkoql o{ �r¶·�� Forex Bureaus havebeen very quick in their uptake of new technology and 

ideas to a moderate extent as shown by a mean score of 2.6393, Business owners and managers are unlikely to 

adopt and align more sophisticated IT if they are not familiar with the more basic ones as shown to a moderate 

extent of 2.7541, the business benefits of using information and communication technology include access to 

new technology and attainment of competitive advantage to a moderate extent as shown by a mean score of 

�r¸�¹·£ �twil Forex Bureaus have not yet been as entrepreneurial with e-commerce technologies to a moderate 

extent as shown by a mean score of 3.7705, the use of computers and software is to improve production, 

inventory and accounting as shown by a mean score of 2.4754, Companies which have aligned their IT with their 

business strategy are gaining a lot from the reduced cost of doing business as well as being a competitive 

company in the region as shown by a mean score of 2.4918. 

Table 1. IT Strategy-Alignment Practices 

º��� »�¼ ´�½� 

¨oql� �zqlhzn have been very quick in their uptake of new technology and ideas �r¸�·� ¾r¹�¤·¤ 

¨oql� �zqlhzn have not yet been as entrepreneurial with e-commerce technologies �r¤¤�¶ ¶r¸�¾¤¤ 

�znwjlnn o�jlqn hjm }hjhxlqn hql zjiwvli� ~o hmo�~ hjm hiwxj }oql sophisticated IT if 

they are not familiar with the more basic ones.

�r¤¶¹¾ ¾r¶¾�¤· 

�jkl n}hii gznwjlnn thn hmo�~lm |j~lqjl~ ~lktjoioxwln h~ lj~q� il�li£ ~tl� khj xl~
familiar and comfortable with the Internet and, in time, move on to adoption of more 

sophisticated IT

�r¶·�� ¾r¹¾¿¸¶ 

�hnwk |s khj �qo�wml ~hjxwgil gljl{w~n ~o n}hii gznwjlnn znlqn �r�¸�¤ ¾r�¤¿¹¶ 

stl gznwjlnn gljl{w~n o{ znwjx wj{oq}h~woj hjm ko}}zjwkh~woj ~lktjoiox� wjkizml hkklnn
to new technology and attainment of competitive advantage

�r¸�¹· ¾r�¿�¶� 

stl znl o{ ko}�z~lqn hjm no{~�hql wn ~o w}�qo�l �qomzk~woj£ wj�lj~oq� hjm hkkozj~wjx �r¹¤¶¹ ¾r���¾¶ 

yo}�hjwln �twkt th�l hiwxjlm ~tlwq |s �w~t ~tlwq gznwjlnn n~qh~lx� hql xhwjwjx h io~ {qo}
the reduced cost of doing business as well as being a competitive company in the region 

�r¹·¾¿ ¾r��¸·¶ 

²�� À��µ�Á� �Â ÃÄ �ÅÅ�Æ�Á��� �� �������� »�����Æ�  

The study sought to rate the extent to which the respondents agree on the statements regarding outcome of IT 

allignment to business strategy. In achieving this research task a linkert scale was adopted where; 5 Very great 

extent, 4 Great extent, 3 Moderate extent, 2 little extent and 1 No extent.The results on outcome of IT allignment 

to business strategy can be is shown in the table below: 

Table 2 Outcome of IT allignment to business Strategy   

»����Á���  º��� »�¼ ´�½� 

�qo~lk~n ~tl oqxhjw h~woj {qo} kw�wi hjm ilxhi iwhgwiw~� as a result of information 

inaccuracy or the absence of due care

¹r�¤�¶ �r¶¿¶�¿ 

|jkqlhnln �qlmwk~hgwiw~� hjm qlmzkln uncertainty of organization operations by lowering 

information securityÇrelated risks to definable and acceptable levels 

¹r�¸¤� �r¤¤·�¾ 

Ènsures that there is firm foundation for efficient and effective risk management �r¿¸¿· �r¶¤¶¸� 
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|jkqlhnln il�li o{ hnnzqhjkl ~th~ kqw~wkhi mlkwnwojn hql jo~ ghnlm oj {hzi~� wj{oq}h~wojr �r�¤�¿ �r¹¶¹¹¾

Élkqlhnln iwvliwtoom o{ �woih~woj o{ �qw�hk� �qo�wmwjx xqlh~lq koj{wmljkl �tlj
interacting with trading partners

�r�¹¿· �r¤¤¿·¾ 

Èjhgiln jl� hjm gl~~lq �h�n ~o �qoklnn llectronic transactions thus reducing operational 

costs by providing predictable outcomes and mitigating risk factors that may interrupt the 

process

�r¶¤�¹ �r¤¤·�¶ 

Èjhgiln oqxhjw h~wojn ~o th�l h ko}�l~w~w�l hm�hj~hxl o�lq ~tlwq ko}�l~w~oqn �r¸¤�¹ �r¤¤·�¾ 

The study found that: Protects the organization from civil and legal liability as a result of information inaccuracy 

or the absence of due care, a mean of 4.3705 was derived showing that they agree; Increases predictability and 

reduces uncertainty of organization operations by lowering information security-related risks to definable and 

acceptable levels, a mean of 4.2672 was derived showing that they agree; Ensures that there is firm foundation 

for efficient and effective risk management a mean of 3.8689 was derived showing that they  agree; Increases 

level of assurance that critical decisions are not based on faulty information., a mean of 3.2738 was derived 

showing that they are moderate; Decreases likelihood of violation of privacy providing greater confidence when 

interacting with trading partners, a mean of 3.3489 was derived showing that they are neutral; Enables new and 

better ways to process electronic transactions thus reducing operational costs by providing predictable outcomes 

and mitigating risk factors that may interrupt the process,  a mean of 3.5734 was derived showing that they 

agree; Enables organizations to have a competitive advantage over their competitors,  a mean of 3.6734 was 

derived showing that they agree to a great extent.  

4.3 Relationship Between IT strategies and Business Strategies 

�j ~tl l�~lj~ o{ hxqll}lj~ �w~t n~h~l}lj~n qlih~lm ~o ~tl |s ¥~qh~lx� wj Forex Bureaus, majority of the 

qln�ojmlj~n£w~ �hn hxqllm ~th~ �w~t ~tl qlklj~ n~qojx {okzn oj |s ¥~qh~lx�Forex Bureaus have begun to deploy 

technologies, and measurement systems, to manage business activities that directly or indirectly interact with the 

firm’s business strategy as shown to a moderate extent of 2.7164, measuring business activities and outcomes 

regarding IT is becoming increasingly complex and increasingly important to the firm’s strategy as shown by a 

mean score of 2.0328, IT Strategy depicts the firm’s relative perceived offering price and relative perceived 

o{{lqwjx �lq{oq}hjkl hn nto�j ~o h xqlh~ l�~ljd  of 2.3803 Forex Bureaus in Nairobi County have put into place 

gznwjlnn �lq{oq}hjkl hk~w�w~wln �twkt hql }oql o{ customer value as shown by a mean score of 2.2295 and with 

the obvious IT strategic importance, it is natural for businesses to begin exploring more robust ways of 

measuring IT and the related business activities as shown by a mean score of 2.3934. 

Table.3 Relationship Between IT strategies and Business Strategies 

»����Á���  º��� »�¼ ´�½� 

uw~t ~tl qlklj~ n~qojx {okzn oj |s ¥~qh~lx�Forex Bureaus have begun to deploy 

technologies, and measurement systems, to manage business activities that directly or 

indirectly interact with the firm’s Business Strategy

�r¤¾¸¹ ¾r��¹�¶ 

uw~t ~tl og�wozn |s n~qh~lxwk w}�oq~hjkl£ w~ wn jh~zqhi {oq gznwjlnnln to begin exploring 

more robust ways of measuring IT and the related business activities

�r�·�¹ ¾r¶¹¾¹¾ 

Êlhnzqwjx gznwjlnn hk~w�w~wln hjm oz~ko}ln qlxhqmwjx |s wn glko}wjx wjkqlhnwjxi�
complex and increasingly important to the firm’s strategy.

�r���¿ ¾r�·��¶ 

ËÌÍ ÎË ÏÐÑ¬ÐÍ®Ò ÓÍÔ¯ÕÐÖ ÐÌÍ ×¯Ñ«ØÖ ÑÍÙ¬Ð¯ÚÍ ÔÍÑÕÍ¯ÚÍÓ Û××ÍÑ¯® ÔÑ¯ÕÍ ¬Ó ÑÍÙ¬Ð¯ÚÍ ÔÍÑÕÍ¯ÚÍÓ
offering performance

�r¾¿�� ¾r�¹¤·¹ 

¨oql� �zqlhzn wj Ühwqogw yozj~� th�l �z~ wj~o �ihkl gznwjlnn �lq{oq}hjkl hk~w�w~wln
�twkt hql }oql o{ kzn~o}lq �hizl 

�.2295 ¾r�¿�¾¶ 
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²�² À�Æ���Ý������Å »���µ���� ��¼ ÃÄ ����µ���� 

The study aimed at establishing the extent of agreement  on organizational structure and IT structure.In a 

chieeving this target a linkert scale was used where: 5 Very great extent, 4 Great extent, 3 Moderate extent, 2 

little extent and 1 No extent.The table below summarizes the findings on organizational structure and IT 

structure. 

Table 4. Organizational Structure and IT structure 

»����Á���
º��� »�¼ ´�½� 

stlql l{{wkwlj~ and flexible information system architecture in the forex bureaus 
�r·¸¤� �r¤¤·�¾ 

¨oql� gzqlhzn would not exist without the presence of appropriate information 

technology architecture

�r¿¸¿· �r¶¤¶¸� 

utlql qln�lk~w�l mlnwxj wnnzln o{ oqxhjw h~woj hjm|s arejointly addressed, they lead to 

higher business growth and increased profitability

�r�¤�¿ �r¹¶¹¹¾ 

¥~qh~lxwk hiwxj}lj~ wn kojkl�~zhiw lm tlql hn h �qoklnn o{ koj~wjzoznhmh�~h~woj hjm
change

�r�¹¿· �r¤¤¿·¾ 

� ko}�il� |s n~qzk~zql w}�iwln }oql lihgoqh~l coordination, control and communication 

mechanisms which inturn require enabling information technology

�r¶¤�¹ �r¤¤·�¶ 

¨wq}n ~th~ hql qlÞzwqlm£ g� ~tlwqqh�wmi� kthjxwjx lj�wqoj}lj~£ ~o gl m�jh}wk hjm
adaptive need an efficient and flexibleinformation system architecture, not only to 

prosper but to survive

�r·¤¤� �r¤¤·�¾ 

stl n~zm� {ozjm ~th~ßForex bureaus would not exist without the presence of appropriate information technology 

architecture, a mean of 3.8689 was derived showing that they  agree; Where respective design issues of 

organization and IT are jointly addressed, they lead to higher business growth and increased profitability, a mean 

of 3.2738 was derived showing that they are agree strategic alignment is conceptualized here as a process of 

continuous adaptation and change, a mean of 3.3489 was derived showing that they are moderate; there efficient 

hjm {il�wgil wj{oq}h~woj n�n~l} hqktw~lk~zql wj ~tl forex bureaus to to a modertae extent as shown to a mean of 

2.9672; a complex IT structure implies more elaborate coordination, control and communication mechanisms 

which inturn require enabling information technology,  a mean of 3.5734 was derived showing that they agree,  

firms that are required, by theirrapidly changing environment, to be dynamic and adaptive need an efficient and 

flexibleinformation system architecture, not only to prosper but to survive,  a mean of 2.9772 was derived 

showing that they are moderate.  

4.5 Regression Analysis 

In this study a multiple linear regression model was implemented to identify the relationship between the four 

wjml�ljmlj~ �hqwhgiln hjm ~tl ml�ljmlj~ �hqwhgil �twkt wn ~tl information technology alignment on business 

�lq{oq}hjkl. The researcher applied the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) to code, enter and 

compute the measurements of the multiple regressions for the study. The finding of the study is as shown in table 

4.8 below.  

Table 5 Model Summary 

º�¼�Å à à Square 
 á¼â����¼ à2 »�¼� ã���� �Â �ä�

ã���Á��� 

� r¤¸�a r¶¤¤ r¶¶· �r¸·�·¤ 
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h. Predictors: (Constant), There are no proper IT Strategy-Alignment Practices process for efficient business 

performance , Outcome of IT allignment to business Strategy  makes no contribution to business performance, 

IT Strategies and Business Strategies is  increasingly becoming complex and increasingly important to the firm’s 

strategy. efficient and flexible Organizational Structure and IT structure leads to imroved business performance. 

All the four independent variables that were studied, explain only 57.7% of the implementation of business  

performance as represented by the adjusted R
2
. This therefore means that other factors not studied in this 

research contribute 42.3% of the business performance. Therefore, further research should be conducted to 

investigate the other influences of IT Strategy-alignment practices (16.6%) towards business performance. 

4.8 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

In trying to test the significant of the model, the study used ANOVA. From table 6 the significance value is 

0.001
 
which is less than 0.05 thus the model is statistically significance in predicting how IT alignment, the 

outcome , business strategy and IT strategy,organizational structure and IT structure influence business 

performance. The F critical at 5% level of significance was 2.47. Since F calculated (value =3.916) is greater 

than the F critical, this shows that the overall model was significant.  

Table 6 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

º�¼�Å  

»�Á �Â
»å����� ¼Â º��� »å���� � »�Æ�

¾ ælxqlnnwoj �r¾·¸ ¹ �r�¹· �r·¾¸ r��¾ 

ælnwmzhi 
¾r¤¸� ·� �r��¹ 

so~hi ¾r·¶¿ ·¤ 

a. Dependent Variable: satisfaction with innovation procurement

gr �qlmwk~oqnß �yojn~hj~�£ There are no proper IT Strategy-Alignment Practices process for efficient 

business performance , Outcome of IT allignment to business Strategy  }hvln jo koj~qwgz~woj ~o gznwjlnn
performance, IT Strategies and Business Strategies is  increasingly becoming complex and increasingly 

important to the firm’s strategy. l{{wkwlj~ hjm {il�wgil �qxhjw h~wojhi ¥~qzk~zql hjm |s n~qzk~zql ilhmn ~o
imroved business performance.

²�ç º�Å��èÅ� à�Æ�������  

As per the SPSS generated as shown in table 7, the equation. 

Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + β4X4+ ε) become: 

 Y =1.830 + 0.165 X1 + 0.385X2 +0.118 X3 + 0.502 X4 

The regression equation above has established that taking all factors into account (Organizational structure and 

IT structure,Outcome of IT allignment to business Strategy , Business strategy and IT strategy, IT alignment) 

constant at zero, business performance will be 1.830. The findings presented also shows that taking all other 

independent variables at zero, a unit increase in Organizational structure and IT structure will lead to a 0.165 

increase in business performance; a unit increase in Outcome of IT allignment to business Strategy  will lead to a 

0.385 increase in business performance; a unit increase in Business strategy and IT strategy will lead to a 0.118 

increase business performance and a unit improve in IT alignment will lead to a 0.502 increase in business 

performance. This infers that IT alignment influence Business performance most followed by Outcome of IT 

allignment to business Strategy  , then Organizational structure and IT structure while Business strategy and IT 

strategy had the least influence on Business performance.   

This notwithstanding, all the variables were significant as their P-values were less than 0.05.  

Hence, Once a small business has adopted Internet technologies at entry level, they can get familiar and 

comfortable with the Internet and, in time, move on to adoption of more sophisticated IT (Warden and Ng’etich, 

2006). They argue that even basic IT can provide tangible benefits to small business users. For many small and 
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ihqxl {wq}n £ wj{oq}h~woj hjm ko}}zjwkh~woj ~lktjoiox� wn �wl�lm hn �o~lj~whii� kh�hgil o{ gqwjxwjx wj no}l
benefits.. This understanding is also emphasized in the systems of IT allignment, where allignment is seen as a 

complex and interactive process influenced by many factors such as Organizational structure and IT 

structure,Outcome of IT allignment to business Strategy , Business strategy and IT strategy,) among other factors 

and due to these characteristics, firms almost never perform in isolation (Edquist, 2007).  

X1- Organizational structure and IT structure 

X2-  Outcome of IT allignment to business Strategy   

X3- Business strategy and IT strategy 

X4- IT alignment 

Table 7 Regression Coefficients   

éêëìí  îïðñòïóòôóõö÷ó
Coefficients

 øñòïóòôóõö÷ó
Coefficients

ñ øõùú 

  û øñóú üôôýô û÷ñò 

þ ÿConstant) þ1��� 61��� þ�1��6 1��� 

 O����	
��	���

structure and IT 

structure

1þ6� 1�6� 1þ�6 -2.633 1�þ� 

 O������ �� ��

allignment to 

business Strategy   

1��� 1�.� 16�� �1��� .001 

 B��	���� ��������

and IT strategy
1þþ� 1��� 1��� �166� 1��� 

 �� �	������ 1��� þ1�.. 1�.� 91��. 1��� 

a� �������� �� !" #a�$� 

5.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary of the Findings 

The findings and the results of the research have been presented in a more technical and analytical way in the 

chapters. This section summarizes the main research findings intending to present some recommendations.  

The study found that majority of the respondents believes the impact of Internet on efficiency and information 

����� 	� Forex Bureaus in Nairobi County has increased efficiency and  reduced information costs in forex 

b������ 	� %�	��b	 ������&  it was also found from the study that there  was high rate of IT Implementation in 

����f b������ 	� %�	��b	' 

�T� ���(� ����( ��� �T�� IT strategies provide forex bureaus with better data integration and hence better 

measurement in business strategy, it is sufficiently rich and complex requires robust analytical tools and 

�����)��*� ��� b��	���� ��������& the study results also established that there was a relationship between the IT 

��������� ��( �T� s���������� �� �T� forex bureaus in Nairobi County. 

The study found that majority of the respondents are of the opinion IT structure and organizational structure has 

��� b��� ����	(���( �� s�� � ��� 	� �fs�	�	�� �	�� s���������� �� �T� forex bureaus in Nairobi County,  

From the study findings the respondents  to a great extent agreed that IT can provide tangible benefits to small 

business users, a small business has adopted Internet technologies at entry level, they get familiar and 

��������b� )	�T �T� �������� ��(& 	� �	��& ��c� �� �� �(�s�	�� �� ���� ��sT	��	����( �� & Forex Bureaus have 
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b��� c��� G�	�* 	� �T�	� �s��*� �� ��) ���T����� ��(' B��	���� �)���� �� �������� ��� ��	*�� �� �(�s� ��(

align more sophisticated IT if they are not familiar with the more basic ones, the business benefits of using 

information and communication technology include access to new technology and attainment of competitive 

�(c������& )T	� Forex Bureaus have not yet been as entrepreneurial with e-commerce technologies, the use of 

computers and software is to improve production, inventory and accounting, companies which have aligned their 

IT with their business strategy are gaining a lot from the reduced cost of doing business as well as being a 

competitive company in the region. 

�T� ���(� ����( �T�� ��H��	�� �� �T� ���s��(���� ��	( �T�� )	�T �T� ������ ������ focus on IT StrategyForex 

B������ have begun to deploy technologies, and measurement systems, to manage business activities that 

directly or indirectly interact with the firm’s business Strategy,while measuring business activities and outcomes 

regarding IT is becoming increasingly complex and increasingly important to the firm’s strategy,the IT Strategy 

dJKLMNQ NRJ SLUVWQ UJXYNLZJ KJUMJLZJd [SSJUL\] KULMJ Y\d UJXYNLZJ KJUMJLZJd [SSJUL\] KJUS[UVY\MJ^Forex bureaus in 

%�	��b	 county have put into place business performance activities which are more of customer value and with 

the obvious IT strategic importance, it is natural for businesses to begin exploring more robust ways of 

measuring IT and the related business activities  

�T� ���(� ����( �T��_Forex bureaus would not exist without the presence of appropriate information technology 

architecture, showing agreement from majority of the respo; Where respective design issues of organization and 

IT arejointly addressed, they lead to higher business growth and increased profitability, Strategic alignment is 

conceptualized here as a process of continuousadaptation and change,  there efficient and flexible information 

������ ���T	������� 	� �T� forex bureaus, a complex IT structure implies more elaborate coordination, control and 

communication mechanisms which inturn require enabling information technology, firms that are required, by 

theirrapidly changing environment, to be dynamic and adaptive need an efficient and flexibleinformation system 

architecture, not only to prosper but to survive. 

5.2 Conclusions  

The study of researcher concludes that basic IT can provide tangible benefits to small business users and , once 

small business has adopted Internet technologies at entry level, they can get familiar and comfortable with the 

�������� ��(& 	� �	��& ��c� �� �� �(�s�	�� �� ���� ��sT	��	����( �� 'Forex Bureaus have been very quick in their 

uptake of new technology and ideas, Business owners and managers are unlikely to adopt and align more 

sophisticated IT if they are not familiar with the more basic ones, the business benefits of using information and 

communication technology include access to new technology and attainment of competitive advantage, while 

`���f B������ have not yet been as entrepreneurial with e-commerce technologies, the use of computers and 

software is to improve production, inventory and accounting, Companies which have aligned their IT with their 

business strategy are gaining a lot from the reduced cost of doing business as well as being a competitive 

company in the region  

The study concludes that: the outcome of IT allignment to business strategy protects the organization from civil 

and legal liability as a result of information inaccuracy or the absence of due care; Increases predictability and 

reduces uncertainty of organization operations by lowering information security-related risks to definable and 

acceptable levels; Ensures that there is firm foundation for efficient and effective risk management; Increases 

level of assurance that critical decisions are not based on faulty information; Decreases likelihood of violation of 

privacy providing greater confidence when interacting with trading partners; Enables new and better ways to 

process electronic transactions thus reducing operational costs by providing predictable outcomes and mitigating 

risk factors that may interrupt the process; and it also enables organizations to have a competitive advantage over 

their competitors,   

�T� ���(� ��� ����(�( �T�� strong focus on IT StrategyForex Bureaus have begun to deploy technologies, and 

measurement systems, to manage business activities that directly or indirectly interact with the firm’s Business 

Strategy as shown Measuring business activities and outcomes regarding IT is becoming increasingly complex 

and increasingly important to the firm’s strateg .  

The IT Strategy depicts the firm’s relative perceived offering price and relative perceived offering performance 

�� Forex Bureaus in Nairobi County have put into place business performance activities which are more of 

customer value and with the obvious IT strategic importance. It is natural for businesses to begin exploring more 

��b��� )��� �� ������	�� �� ��( �T� �����( b��	���� ���	c	�	��'	� ������	��' �he study found that Forex 

b������ would not exist without the presence of appropriate information technology architecture, Where 

respective design issues of organization and IT are jointly addressed, they lead to higher business growth and 
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	�������( s���	��b		��. Strategic alignment is conceptualized as a process of continuousadaptation and change; 

�T��� ���	�	��� and flexible. Information system architecture in the forex bureaus; a complex IT structure implies 

more elaborate coordination, control and communication mechanisms which inturn require enabling information 

technology,   firms that are required, by theirrapidly changing environment, to be dynamic and adaptive need an 

efficient and flexibleinformation system architecture, not only to prosper but to survive. 

5.3 Recommendations 

The study recommends that since the average usage of technology in African countries is still very low due to 

high connection fees, there should be Implementation of IT in Kenyan small business and IT should be aligned 

with business to improve business performance. 

Therefore directors, operation managers and IT Managers of the organizations should go for training on these 

���s������ 	� Forex bureaus to learn on basics of IT allignment to business Strategy and how to use latest 

���T����	��' Forex bureaus  need to develop ways to document business and IT skills and abilities of members 

in the form of working guide to manage their data. 

5.4 Recommendations for further study 

�T� ���(� ��������(� �T�� � ���(� b� (��� 	� � ��T�� Forex bureaus counties in Kenya to establish whether 

there exists any relationship between information technology alignment and business performance in order to 

make a generalization for the findings. 
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